A natural order for a regular vine on n variables is an assignment of indices to the variables such that variables indexed with j and j + 1 occur as conditioned variables in a node of tree j, j = 1, . . . , n − 1. Regular vines V and U on n variables are equivalent if there is a permutation π ∈ n! such that π(V ) = U . U and V are equivalent if and only if the regular vines in natural order corresponding to U and V are equivalent (or indeed identical). The purpose of this chapter is to count the number of equivalence classes for regular vines by counting the number of equivalence classes for regular vines in natural order. 
For available vine-copula software check the following web site http://risk.ewi.tudelft.nl .
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a regular vine on n variables, such that a conditioned variable in the top node (the single node in tree n − 1) gets index n, and its partner in this conditioned set gets index n − 1. Further, if indices n, . . . , j + 1 have been assigned, index j is assigned to the conditioned-set-partner of the variable indexed j + 1 in the node of tree j which is an m-child of the node with conditioned set (j + 1, j + 2). Hence, a natural ordering for a regular vine is a permutation of the indices defined with respect to that vine. For any regular vine, there are two natural orderings, according to the variable in the top node which is assigned index n. There are two regular vines in natural order corresponding to the original vine, and in some cases these two vines actually coincide. The two natural orderings for a C-vine and D-vine always yield the same regular vine a . Let N O(n) denote the set of regular vines on n variables in a natural order. Morales Napoles et al. 1 show that there are 2 n−3 ways of extending a regular vine on n − 1 variables in natural order, to a regular vine in natural order on n elements;
and that the set N O(n) of regular vines in natural order has cardinality
A useful tool in deriving this result is the representation of a regular vine as a triangular array, or vine array. An n × n upper triangular matrix 
, with these properties, can also be added but they would be fixed over all
3. For columns d = 4, . . . , n, 
Next is an example to illustrate the algorithm and the b i notation for a regular vine A in natural order. In (1.1) below, b 4 (2) = 1, b 5 (3) = 1, b 5 (2) = 0, b 6 (4) = 0, b 6 (3) = 1, b 6 (2) = 0 are set and applied sequentially in the algorithm to get respectively A 2,4 = 2, A 3,5 = 3, A 2,5 = 1, A 4,6 = 3, 
With nodes in the dth column being: 
Naming convention for vines
In this section, we use a notation for vines of dimenions n ≥ 5 based on the This compact notation of the binary vectors in columns 5 to n in terms of decimal equivalents is convenient for the generation of the vine arrays in N O(n).
Number of equivalent classes
We assume n ≥ 5 below. For dimension n, we consider permutations of {1, . . . , n} in a vine such that the new vine array A * can be put into the natural order. This will enable us to count the number of equivalent classes of regular vines in dimension n. The number of such permutations will be shown to be [n/2], that is, n/2 for n even and (n − 1)/2 for n odd.
Note that in N O(n), the conditional distributions or nodes 23|1; 34|12; . . . ; n − 1, n|1, . . . , n − 2 must exist. The first observation is that it is only necessary to check the subgroup of permutations generated from the transpositions: 
transposition can be considered. This corresponds to b n (n − 2) = 1 in generating the vine array.
Next consider n = 5 and transposing 2, 3. With the permutation denoted as π. this means the nodes 12, 13, 23|1, j 3 5|j 1 j 2 , 34|12 map to 13, 12, 32|1, π(j 3 )π(5)|π(j 1 )π(j 2 ), 24|13. In order that the permutation includes 34|12, it is necessary that 5 must be permuted and the above implies that it is transposed with 4. Hence if 2, 3 are transposed, it is necessary that 4, 5 be transposed. For n = 6, if 3, 4 are transposed, then it is necessary that 5, 6 be transposed; if 1, 2 are transposed, then it is necessary that that pairs 3, 4 and 5, 6 be transposed.
The generalization is that the only permutations to considered for equivalent classes are:
For dimension n, denote P n as the set of these [(n − 1)/2] permutations. 
The pattern extends to other permutations in P n . For (n − 2j Consider a permutation π ∈ P n applied to a regular vine V with array
It can lead to a vine V * with array A * satisfying one of the This leads to the following tables; Table 1 .1 has equivalence classes by π ∈ P n for n = 5, 6, 7, 8 and Table 1 .2 is for general n to show how to get the count of equivalent classes.
The cases satisfying invariance (column 'ec1') in the Table 1 Table 1 .2 suggests that for a permutation π with 3 or more transpositions, it may not be easy to characterize b 4 , . . . , b n for the A's counted in column 'ec1'. However the A matrix has simple form for pairs of columns Table 1 .2, we use the notation for vines based on the binary vectors b 4 , . . . , b n that is introduced in Section 1.2.
In Table 1 .3, we show the general pattern of Table 1 .2 for general n and indicate the two-way classification of number of equivalence classes by permutation π and the number of members of the equivalent class.
Summing the cases in Table 1 .3 leads to the following formula for the number of equivalent classes of regular vines in dimension n: where
and ℓ k = 1 for all k except ℓ [n/2]−1 = 2. We next mention some comments on equivalent classes. If the equivalent
there is a simple form for
For (n − 1 n), if A, A * are in same equivalent class and have binary However the form of an equivalence class is much more complex when it is based on permutations with three or more transpositions (see Table   1 .2 for the form of equivalence classes with one member). This is because n . Below is the algorithm for the inversion -it also includes a check of whether a n × n matrix A * is a member of N O(n). 
Examples
In this subsection, we comment on the example in (1.1) and show another example to illustrate an equivalent class of two members for N O(6).
Note that (1.1) satisfies b 4 (2) = 1 and b 6 (4) = 0, and so from Table 1 
